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In The

Supreme Court of the United States
October Term, 1965

STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA,

~v~~. ~Plaintiff,

NICHOLAS DEB. KATZENBACH,
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES,

Defendant.

APPENDIX TO BRIEF ON BEHALF OF
THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, AMICUS CURIAE

The Legislative History Of The Framing And Adoption Of The
Fifteenth Amendment With Respect To The Power Of The States
To Prescribe Qualifications For Exercise Of The Franchise, With
Special Reference To The Establishment By The States Of Literacy

Requirements As A Precondition Of The Right To Vote.*

A. THE ORIGINAL HOUSE VERSION.

When the Third Session of the Fortieth Congress met
in December, 1868, the Republican majority had safely
weathered the fall elections, securing the White House with
Grant as the new President, and re-electing a safe majority
in both branches of Congress. Proposals for amending the
Constitution to secure suffrage for Negroes were wide-
spread.' Moreover, proposals were submitted which would
have instituted universal manhood suffrage.'

The 1868 Republican Party platform had declared that

* Original research and preparation of material contained herein
was prepared by Dr. Alfred Avins, Professor of Constitutional Law,
Memphis State University.
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"the question of suffrage in all the loyal States properly
belongs to the people of those States," and the Democratic
minority was not slow in objecting to any amendments based
on this platform.3

The original draft by the Senate Judiciary Committee
simply banned discrimination based on race, color, or previ-
ous condition of servitude.4 Senator James Dixon, a Con-
necticut conservative, noted that under this draft "in all
other respects the State is left free to prescribe is own re-
strictions."5 He bore down on the Republican platform
promise to leave suffrage to the states.6 He was followed by
Senator Samuel C. Pomerov of Kansas, a Radical Repub-
lican, who proposed to change the committee draft to ban
discrimination in suffrage "for any reasons not equally ap-
plicable to all citizens of the United States." Pomeroy, who
had voted for the Fourteenth Amendment, noted that "If
you want a condition of intelligence, of education, of any
quality that applies equally to all. it can be adopted by the
States under the amendment that I have proposed.7 He was
willing, in addition, to have age and residence restrictions,
but urged women's suffrage as well as voting rights for
Negroes.8

That same day, in the House of Representatives, Con-
gressman Samuel Shellabarger, an Ohio Republican, ob-
jected to the form of the constitutional amendment sub-
mitted on behalf of the House Judiciary Committee by Con-
gressman George S. Boutwell of Massachusetts, a Radical
Republican, which was similar to the original proposition
of the Senate Judiciary Committee, because the "committee
propose simply to prohibit the States from making dis-
criminations among the various classes of citizens, based
upon . . . race, color, or previous condition of slavery." He
urged universal manhood suffrage instead. Referring to
the committee draft, he declared:
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"The consideration which I say seems to me almost
fatal to his plan is, that it leaves still, substantially, the
great mischief unremedied which the exigencies upon
us demand that we shall correct; and that is, that it
leaves to the States the power to make discriminations
as to who shall vote. These discriminations may be on
the score of either intelligence or want of property, or
any other thing than the three things enumerated in
his proposition.

* * *

"... the body of this [colored] race, made ignorant and
destitute by our wrong, may substantially all be now
excluded from the elective franchise under a qualifica-
tion of intelligence or property or any other than the
three named in the pending amendment, which quali-
fication may be prescribed in the State laws, and is not
prohibited by the gentleman's amendment.... Let it re-
main possible, under our amendment, to still disfran-
chise the body of the colored race in the late rebel
States and I tell you it will be done.... 9

Shellabarger added:

"And, sir, can I be mistaken when I say that under
the amendment of the gentleman from Massachusetts
these 'mourners for the lost cause' can disfranchise the
vast, overwhelming mass of the colored people of the
entire South? Sir, it is impossible that I should be mis-
taken. The gentleman urges upon me as a reason why
he prefers his amendment to the one I offer and prefer
that mine would render the constitution of his own
State unconstitutional, because Massachusetts requires
that a voter shall be able to read; while his plan would
leave it in the power of the States to continue and en-
force an exclusion from the ballot because the man
could not read. This position confesses the almost fatal
defect of his plan. This colored race cannot now read
because we have for these centuries shut them from
the light; they are poor, because we have during these
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centuries stolen their property. And now we are about
to make an amendment to our organic law... by which
we say to the oppressing race, 'You may forever in
the future, as you have in the past, keep away from
these people both knowledge and property, by keeping
away from them the ballot.' . . .

Congressman John A. Bingham, the Radical Republican
from Ohio who had drafted the First Section of the Four-
teenth Amendment, concurred completely in Shellabarger's
argument that the Boutwell amendment would only cover
discrimination based on race, color, or previous condition
of slavery, and nothing else. Bingham declared:

"Those three terms are the only terms of limitation in
it, and hence it is manifestly true that this power re-
maining in the States, in no other manner fettered by
the proposed amendment, may be exercised to the end
that an aristocracy of property may be established, an
aristocracy of intellect may be established, an aristoc-
racy of sect may be established; in short, what has
been done in New Hampshire in regard to official
qualifications may be done in every State in this Union
in regard both to the qualifications of electors and the
qualifications of officers; that is to say, the States may
set up a religious test, and pronounce at once that all
who are not of the Protestant faith shall be disqualified
either to vote or to hold office, and add thereto a prop-
erty qualification and an educational qualification.

"Hence, I believe, if we are going to touch this ques-
tion by amendment we ought so to amend the proposi-
tion of the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. Bout-
well] that the amendment presented to the people for
their approval will inform them that upon its adoption
these abuses by States will hereafter be impossible."'

Congressman Benjamin F. Butler, the colorful Massa-
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chusetts pro-southern Democratic lawyer who had become a
Union general and Radical Republican, came to the defense
of Boutwell's amendment. He noted that Shellabarger's
proposal and Bingham's proposal would "take away from
the State any power whatever to make any educational or
other test," because "You cannot put on any educational
test, for that would be abridging the equal exercise of the
elective franchise."' Butler also contended that these pro-
posals would outlaw any state registration law because such
a law would discriminate against people who had recently
moved into the neighborhood. Butler urged that the House
should adopt the Judiciary Committee's draft without
alteration." After Congressman William A. Pile, a Missouri
Republican, noted that the main thing which should be done
was to enfranchise Negroes, Boutwell remarked that the
debate among the Republicans "demonstrated two facts:
one is, there is a very general agreement that it is desirable
to submit an amendment to the Constitution, and the other
is, that there is a very great difference of opinion as to the
details of the amendment."'

After hearing another speaker on Negro suffrage, Bout-
well decided to make some modifications in the Judiciary
Committee recommendation. He refused to accept the Bing-
ham or Shellabarger proposals because they would endanger
state registration laws and "abolish those qualifications in
some States which require the voter to pay a small capita-
tion tax . . ." He feared that "by arraying against this
proposition all the peculiarities of the different States we
put the proposition itself in danger." But he was willing to
ban property or educational qualifications, as being of a
more serious and objectionable character. 5

Bingham then objected that banning "property and edu-
cational qualifications recognizes the right in every State of
establishing a religious test" because "every other thing not
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included in this exception may be made a test . . ." He de-
plored such a "piecemeal" way of amending the Constitu-
tion, and noted that "I stand here opposed to a proposition
which on its face, in the words of Marshall, necessarily im-
plies the consent of the House and of the country, if we
adopt the amendment, that religious tests may be estab-
lished as a condition of the exercise of the elective fran-
chise." When Eldridge arose to underscore this point by in-
quiring whether Boutwell's altered proposal would not only
allow states to impose "a religious test, but every test that
the mind of man can conceive that does not come under the
head of property or of education," Bingham reiterated his
claim, and called for an amendment which would give Con-
gress the power to enforce "equal exercise of the elective
franchise," by a negative limitation on the states."

Boutwell found Bingham's proposal too broad on prag-
matic grounds. He became convinced that "if we should
attempt to grasp at too much we shall lose the whole." Bout-
well indicated his willingness to submit to the House an
addition banning literacy and property qualifications for
voting, but advised that each addition to the Judiciary Com-
mittee's draft dealing only with Negroes would pyramid
opposition, thereby risking the whole proposition by in-
creasing the difficulties of ratification in the state legis-
latures. To this Shellabarger answered that his amendment
giving each person an equal right to vote would preserve
state registration laws, but Boutwell differed with him and
pointed out that a recent arrival could not be barred from
voting under the proposal.'

The parting shot came from Congressman Thomas A.
Jenckes, a Rhode Island Republican lawyer. He opposed
another negative limitation on the states such as that con-
tained in the committee draft or Bingham's amendment be-
cause it "makes the condition of suffrage primarily the
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subject of legislation in the Legislatures or in the conven-
tions of the States, and then throws the residuum which is
declared beyond their power into Congress for settlement."
He added that this would cause confusion which he pre-
ferred to be settled by affirmatively prescribing voting
qualifications"

Boutwell called for a vote, after hearing these conflicting
proposals, first on the amendment to ban literacy test and
property qualifications. Congressman James A. Garfield, an
Ohio Republican lawyer and later President of the United
States, declared that "I should be sorry to see... a prohibi-
tion placed in the Constitution" against "an educational test
for suffrage." The amendment lost by a vote of 45 to 95,
and its support was insufficient even for a roll-call vote.'9

The next day, Congressman John M. Broomall, a Radical
Republican from Pennsylvania, opposed suffrage "distinc-
tion of wealth, intelligence, race, family, or sex."' He
exhorted the House to follow the proposed amendment by a
women's suffrage provision.2" Congressman Robert C.
Schenck, an Ohio Republican lawyer and former professor,
also described the Massachusetts English-language literacy
test to the House in the course of describing the effect of
Shellabarger's amendment.'

In closing the debate, Boutwell told the House:

"the distinctions and differences of opinion which have
been evolved by the debate in regard to the effect of
the amendment proposed by the gentleman from Ohio
afford to my mind conclusive evidence that if we sub-
mit the amendment in that form to the country we shall
introduce in every State confusion, discord, and con-
tention as to what the effect of the provision will be.
But the amendment reported by the Judiciary Com-
mittee is directed against those distinctions which have
been brought prominently before the country, and on
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which substantially public opinion, as entertained by
the Republican party, has been expressed. We are safe
if we stand upon the resolution reported by the com-
mittee; and, in my judgment, we are unsafe if we ac-
cept what we ourselves confessedly are unable to un-
derstand in such a way as to come to an agreement
upon it."'

The House then voted down Shellabarger's proposal by
126 nay to 61 yea, and voted down Bingham's amendment
by 160 nay to 24 yea.' It then passed the committee's pro-
posal, which was to become the Fifteenth Amendment, by
150 yea to 42 nay.'

B. THE ORIGINAL SENATE VERSION.

Debate in the Senate was opened upon the House reso-
lution, as modified to add the right to hold office, by Senator
Orris S. Ferry, a Connecticut Republican, who denied that
the proposed amendment violated the Republican Party
platform pledge of 1868, and asserted that the Democratic
opposition based on the pledge was "higgling about estop-
pels and technicalities."' Shortly thereafter, Senator
Willard Warner, a Republican from Alabama, moved to
amend the joint resolution to give adult male citizens "an
equal vote at all elections." He declared:

"We eschew in our system of government all aris-
tocracies, whether of birth, of wealth, or of learning
. . . we profess to give to each individual an equal share
of political power."2

Warner added:

"The animus of this amendment is a desire to protect
and enfranchise the colored citizens of the country;
yet, under it and without any violation of its letter or
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spirit, nine tenths of them might be prevented from
voting and holding office by the requirement on the
part of the States or of the United States of an intelli-
gence or property qualification.

". . You fail to protect the only classes of your citi-
zens who need protection. Knowledge is power. Wealth
is power. The learned and the rich scarcely need the
ballot for their protection .. The millionaire in his
money, and the man of education in his knowledge and
his brain, have each a power in government greater
than a hundred ballots, a power which the Constitu-
tion neither gives nor can take away. It is the poor,
unlearned man, who has nothing but the ballot, to
whom it is a priceless heritage, a protection, and a
shield.

* * *

"While no man puts a higher estimation on the
value of intelligence in the people than I do, and while
no one would do more than I would to encourage the
education of the masses, I repeat that it is the disfran-
chisement and oppression of the poor and the ignorant
which it is our duty to guard against. In protecting
the poor and the unlearned you are protecting the great
laboring, industrial classes of the country." 28

Senator Oliver P. Morton, an Indiana Republican, stated
that although he would vote for the House draft, he was
not satisfied with it because "this language admits or recog-
nizes that the whole power over the question of suffrage is
vested in the several States except as it shall be limited by
this amendment. It tacitly concedes that the States may
disfranchise the colored people or any other class of people
for other reasons save and except those mentioned in the
amendment." Morton mentioned various differing state
qualifications, such as the Massachusetts literacy test, the
Rhode Island property qualification, sundry residence re-
quirements, and the special New York provision only allow-
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ing Negroes owning $250 worth of property to vote. Mor-
ton advocated establishment by constitutional amendment of
uniform standards for voting, warning:

"This amendment leaves the whole power in the States
just as it exists now, except that colored men shall not
be disfranchised for the three reasons of race, color, or
previous condition of slavery. They may be disfran-
chised for want of education or for want of intelli-
gence. The States of Louisiana and Georgia may estab-
lish regulations upon the subject of suffrage that will
cut out forty-nine out of every fifty colored men in
those States from voting, and what may be done in
one of these States may perhaps be done in others.
They may, perhaps, require property or educational
tests, and that would cut off the great majority of the
colored men from voting in those States, and thus this
amendment would be practically defeated in all those
States where the great body of the colored people live.
Sir, if the power should pass into the hands of the
rebel population of these States-perhaps I should . . .
rather call it the Conservative or Democratic popula-
tion-if they could not debar the colored people of the
right of suffrage in any other way they would do it by
an educational or a property qualification." '

Moreover, Morton warned that the southern states could
"dodge" the entire amendment by disenfranchising Negroes
on the ground that "they are deficient in natural intelli-
gence." But if the Senate would not go this far, Morton
said that he preferred a proposal by Senator Jacob M.
Howard, a Michigan Republican, giving citizens of African
descent the same right to vote and hold office as other citi-
zens, because at least that would be clearer, although "it still
leaves the States the power of establishing an educational
or proporty test by which they would cut off the great mass
of colored men."'
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Senator George H. Williams, a Republican lawyer from
Oregon, proposed to give Congress complete control over
voting qualifications.3 ' He, too, warned that "any other
conceivable ground [of disqualification for voting] would
not contravene that amendment," and that the southern
states would find it easy to evade. Williams added:

"It is an old adage that 'where there is a will there is a
way,' and I undertake to say that if this amendment
which is proposed by the committee is adopted the
white people of any State in this Union will possess
the constitutional power to disfranchise colored citi-
zens; and they will only have to put the act of disfran-
chisement upon some other ground than that of color
or race."32

Williams not only wanted to protect Negroes, but also one
white group against another. However, he urged his amend-
ment also for the purpose of excluding the Chinese from the
ballot, whose "political filth and moral pollution . . . are
flowing with a fearfully increasing tide into our country
from the shores of Asia."'

Senator Charles Sumner, the ultra-Radical Massachu-
setts Republican, followed next with a long declamation
against racial restrictions on voting. He declared that
"Nothing can be a 'qualification' [for voting] which is not
in its nature attainable, as residence, property, education
or character, each of which is within the possible reach of
well-directed effort," and therefore color could not be a
qualification for voting.' However, Senator George
Vickers, a Maryland Democrat, in opposing any amend-
ment, twitted Sumner about the Massachusetts literacy
test. 3' Likewise, Senator James A. Bayard, a Delaware
Democrat and an opponent of any amendment, noted that
in a few States it was "made a prerequisite to the exercise
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of the franchise that the voter shall be able to read the
Constitution of the United States or of the State or some
other paper, and to write his name." Bayard opposed this
"educational franchise" for Delaware, but supported the
right of a state to adopt it if the state chose to do so.
Bayard pointed to various restrictions on voting, such as
payment of taxes, residence, age, sex and race. He accused
many of those favoring women's suffrage of being com-
munists and socialists. He finally noted that the amendment
would allow Chinese on the West Coast to vote, which in-
habitants there opposed.' Senator Henry W. Corbett, an
Oregon Republican who urged an amendment which ex-
cluded Chinese from the right to vote, also mentioned the
literacy and property limitations on voting found in Massa-
chusetts and New York.37

A few days later, Senator Frederick T. Frelinghuysen, a
New Jersey Republican lawyer, urged the Judiciary Com-
mittee's amendment on the Senate. He declared:

"It does not take away from the States the right to
regulate. It leaves the States to declare in favor of or
against female suffrage; to declare that a man shall
vote when he is eighteen or when he is thirty-five; to de-
clare that he shall not vote unless possessed of a free-
hold, or that he shall not vote unless he has an educa-
tion and can read the Constitution. The whole question
of suffrage, subject to the restriction that there shall be
no discrimination on account of race, is left as it now

* 188
is. .. .

Frelinghuysen opposed Williams' amendment "to take the
regulation of suffrage from the States and give it to the
General Government" because "I think suffrage is better
where our fathers placed it.... "'

Senator Joseph S. Fowler, a Tennessee Republican law-
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yer, urged universal manhood suffrage. He declared that
the "proposition from the House to limit the constitutional
amendment by the qualifications of race, color, or previous
condition of servitude is a disgrace to the age.... I do not
know who of the Judiciary Committee approved this piece
of sublime stupidity."' On the other hand, Senator Jacob
M. Howard, a Michigan Republican, wanted to make it
even more clear that the amendment was meant exclusively
for Negroes. He declared:

"Again there arises from that peculiar form of ex-
pression, 'shall not be denied or abridged by the United
States,' what, to my mind, is a very plain implication
that in respect to other matters except race, color, or
previous condition of servitude, the United States may,
through its proper organs, if the Government shall see
fit, abridge or deny to citizens of the United States in a
State the right to vote or to hold office. For instance,
the implication arises that for any other cause, whether
it be religious belief, or a want of moral training, or
defect of education, or whatever other test Congress
may see fit to prescribe, the right to vote may be taken
away from the citizen of the United States by act of
Congress. Certainly I do not apprehend that the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary intended any such thing; but
so plain to me is this implication that under such a
clause Congress would have the right to deny or abridge
the right of voting for some other causes than those
mentioned in the article, that I certainly can never give
that amendment my vote.... "4 1

The amendment of Senator Williams giving Congress
complete control over suffrage was rejected by a vote of
38 to 6, on February 8th, 1869,42 and that same day Senator
Henry Wilson, a Massachusetts Republican and long a foe
of literacy tests in his own state, offered an amendment
banning discrimination in voting and office-holding based
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not only on race and color, but also on nativity, property,
education and creed. 3

Shortly thereafter, Howard's amendment to confine the
joint resolution to Negroes only was debated. Senator
George F. Edmunds, a Vermont Republican, opposed this
as not being based on any principle. But several senators
supported it as hitting exactly what the Senate was against,
especially three Pacific Coast Republicans who were anxious
to keep the Chinese from voting.4 ' When Edmunds objected
to Howard's plan because it would leave the states free "to
fix qualification of property, of intelligence, of religion, of
landholding, of anything that may reduce a State govern-
ment to an aristocracy," Williams asked him whether "the
amendment reported by the committee does not leave the
entire power in the hands of the States to provide any edu-
cational or property or other qualification that they see
proper for voters." Edmunds replied: "Very likely it does
under one construction, but it does not invite it."4 He then
went on to castigate Howard's amendment for its partiality
to Negroes, concluding: "that it is little less than an out-
rage upon the patriotism and good sense of a country like
this, made up of the descendents of all nations, to impose
upon them an amendment of that kind."' Warner chimed
in to add that "I hope the Congress of this country will not
single out one race for protection . . . I think to single out
one race is unworthy of the country.... 7

Senator William M. Stewart, a Republican lawyer from
Nevada who was in charge of the Judiciary Committee's
resolution, asked Howard whether his amendment could
not be evaded by a state requiring that all voters must own
$10,000 worth of real estate. Williams interjected that
"They could avoid one amendment as well as another," and
Howard concurred.' Senator Frederick A. Sawyer, a South
Carolina Republican, then raised the same point, as follows:
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"MR. SAWYER.... If his amendment were adopted,
would it not be competent for any of the States lately
reconstructed, should they fall into the hands of our
political opponents, to make such qualifications for
suffrage, without violation of the terms of this amend-
ment, as would practically disfranchise four fifths of
the citizens of African descent?

"MR. HOWARD. . . it is to be remembered, at the
same time, that whatever regulation or restriction may
be established in this regard by a State, it must oper-
ate with equal severity upon the white and the black
races. I call his attention further to the fact that the
amendment reported by the Judiciary Committee con-
tains in itself precisely the same principle. The people
of those States can do it now. As I said before, neither
the joint resolution reported by the committee, now
before us nor my amendment contemplates disturbing
or meddling with, in any way, the right of the State
to regulate the qualification of voters and officeholders
further than concerns the people of African descent;
putting all classes of both colors on precisely the same
level." 4'

Senator James R. Doolittle, a conservative Republican
turned Democrat and a "lame-duck" from Wisconsin,
opposed any amendment. He wanted to leave the right to fix
voting qualifications to the states even where he disagreed
with them. He gave as examples the Rhode Island property
qualifications and the New York requirement that Negroes
own $250 of property to vote. He also noted:

"Massachusetts imposes another, to wit, that no per-
son shall be permitted to vote unless he can read the
Constitution of the United States in the English lan-
guage. That substantially excludes every foreign-born
citizen who does not read the English language. It ex-
cludes, as a matter of course, every Negro who cannot
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read the English language. If you were to apply the
qualification which is required in Massachusetts in
South Carolina today, under this amendment proposed
by the Senator from Michigan, I suppose four fifths, if
not nine tenths, of all the Negro population in South
Carolina would be excluded."'

To this, Sumner suggested that a lot of white men would
be excluded by a literacy test, but Doolittle replied that they
might be willing to accept this.' After Doolittle's speech,
Howard's amendment was defeated b a vote of 35 to 16.52

Senator John Sherman, an Ohio Republican, said that
there were five main grounds for restricting the franchise,
race, property, religion, nativity, and education, and he
gave the Massachusetts literacy test as an example of the
last. He wanted to ban all of these tests, but Senator
Cornelius Cole, a California Republican, objected to elimi-
nating nativity because of a desire to prevent the Chinese
from voting. By an amendment similar to that of Shella-
barger's rejected proposal in the House, Senator Willard
Warner, an Alabama Republican, moved to give every male
an "equal vote at all elections," but objections to this, too,
were raised, that it conferred amnesty on disenfranchised
rebels, and that it eliminated residence requirements. This
amendment was also rejected.'

The next morning, the Senate took up Wilson's proposed
amendment to ban discrimination in voting based on "race,
color, nativity, property, education or religious belief." This
was defeated by 24 to 19. An amendment by Fowler giving
all male adults "an equal vote in all elections" was defeated
by a vote of 35 to 9. Several other amendments were also
rejected by the Senate.' Various senators advocated that
the amendment be limited to citizens so as to prevent the
Chinese from voting.'

Shortly thereafter, Wilson offered the same amendment
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which had previously been defeated, with only verbal
changes. Sherman supported it, pointing to the Rhode
Island property qualification and the Massachusetts literacy
test for voting, and the New Hampshire religious test for
public office, as things that should be eliminated.' Other
senators supported it in spite of the fact that it would allow
Chinese to vote. Senator Simon Cameron, a Pennsylvania
Republican, expressed his disgust because of the "egotism"
of his colleagues. He noted: "Almost every Senator has a
proposition of his own, drawn by himself, expressing his
own views, and it seems to be thought that no one else can
correct or improve it."57

Senator Oliver P. Morton, an Indiana Republican, strong-
ly endorsed Wilson's amendment. He declared that restric-
tions on discrimination in suffrage should not be limited to
race and color alone. He opposed property, religious, or
nativity tests. He also declared:

"I believe all educational tests in this country are
humbugs. They do no good. When you come to con-
sider the question of voting as a natural right, what
right have you to take it from a man because he cannot
read and write? He may be, nevertheless, a very intelli-
gent man, and he has his rights to defend and preserve
just like other men, and the right of suffrage is just as
important to him as it is to anybody else. What right
have you to say that he shall not have it because he
cannot read and write?"'

However, Howard opposed Wilson's amendment. He
wanted only a limited provision which would strike at
racial discrimination in voting. He objected that "this
amendment is entirely too sweeping; it runs a plow-share
through all the State constitutions and overturns the most
important State regulations that can be found. For my part
I am not prepared to go so far as that."'
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Senator James W. Patterson, a New Hampshire Repub-
lican, also arose to oppose Wilson's amendment. He de-
clared:

"I want no distinction of caste, or color, or property,
but I have always been in favor of the law of Massa-
chusetts. I have hitherto been in favor of an educational
test as a restriction ul)pon the right of suffrage; nor
am I prepared to say now, as one gentleman has said,
that this is an idle restriction . . . to retain an educa-
tional test in our constitution or in our law.

* * *

"But, sir, it is certainly true that self-government
is not possible until a peol)le have advanced somewhat
in civilization; and it pre-supp)oses the maintenance of
that intelligence by commerce and schools, by the press,
and restrictions of law upon the influx of barbarism
and arbitrary power from abroad. A restriction of that
kind is no wrong done to the voter, for it simpl)ly pro-
tects the purity and integrity of the Government under
which all his rights are secured.... an ignorant popu-
lation have [no right] to compl)lain of the restriction of
intelligence which guards the political institutions n-
der which they live. Why, sir, the voter discharging
the obligation of an elector fulfills an official duty as
truly as the judge exercises the functions of an office
when he administers justice between man and man;
and as some knowledge of law is a prerequisite in the
judge to the proper discharge of his duties, so it would
seem that some intelligence, some mental discipline,
some little knowledge of the laws and spirit of a coun-
try is necessary to a safe participation in its govern-
ment.

* * *

"I know that as we stand today an educational test
may not be necessary; but it will do no harm. If the
people have the intelligence prerequisite to self-govern-
ment an educational test will not limit very much the
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extent of suffrage.... It is simply a safeguard against
a possible evil .... to protect and guard it [suffrage]
against the incoming floods of ignorance and barbarism
is simply to preserve the jewel of liberty."'

Wilson then arose to answer Patterson. He declared that
he had always been opposed to an educational test in his
state, that it was almost of no value there, and that it kept
no more than 500 men from voting. Patterson noted, in
response to a question, that "if you retain the right to make
an educational test it will apply to black men as well as to
white men."

But his main concern was not with Negroes, but with
Chinese and other foreigners. He did not agree with Wil-
son that such a test was "petty and ridiculous" because
"there is a possibility of a number of these uneducated
foreigners, who do not understand the spirit of our institu-
tions, coming into any State so as to override the native
citizens of that State.' "

Senator Roscoe Conkling, a Newv York Republican, op-
pose(l Wilson's amendment because it would "revolutionize
and undo the constitutions, the enactments, and the customs
of the States." He deplored the abolition of educational
qualifications for holding office. He added:

"Education in any degree whatever, either as a quali-
fication of suffrage or officeholding, a standard of in-
tellience above the most groveling and besotted ignor-
ance is to be beyond and above the power, above the
prerogative of the States. Sir, licentiousness is not
liberty and excess is not wisdom .... ",'

Sherman arose to reply to Conkling. He deplored re-
stricting the proposed amendment "on so narrow a ground"
as race and color alone "that we are constantly apologizing
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for its weakness." He asked: "Why should we protect the
descendant of the African, when in certain States of the
Union a man who has the misfortune not to be able to read
and write cannot vote?" He opposed limiting the constitu-
tional amendment to this one disability, and urged striking
down other limitations. Sherman wanted restrictions only
based on age, residence, and sex. He observed that the
Massachusetts literacy test was useless, and stated that un-
less these other limitations were abolished by the amend-
ment, people in Ohio would object that there was no ade-
quate reason for protecting Negroes when white citizens
were excluded from voting in Massachusetts because they
could not read and write, and others are excluded from
office in New Hampshire because they were not Protes-
tants.' m

A vote was then taken on Wilson's amendment, and in
almost a full Senate, it carried by the narrow margin of
31 to 27, with 8 absentees. The Republican majority was
badly split on this issue. The tiny Democratic minority
furnished only eight votes to the losing side, and one to the
winning side." Warner again raised his amendment grant-
ing "the equal exercise of the elective franchise," but this
lost by 47 to 5.5 Finally, after tacking on an amendment
providing for the popular election of presidential electors,
the Senate passed the joint resolution by a vote of 39 to 16.'

C. THE SECOND SENATE VERSION.

The Senate amendment banning literacy tests raised a
storm of protests among Republicans throughout the
country.' Boutwell recommended that the House of Repre-
sentatives refuse to concur and ask for a conference com-
mittee, but Bingham moved to concur.' He approved of
eliminating disqualifications "on account of color, on ac-
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count of the accident of birth, on account of want of edu-
cational qualifications, on account of creed, and on account
of want of property; and all these grievances are remedied
and covered by this amendment.... "' However, the House
refused to concur in the Senate amendment by a lop-sided
vote of 133 to 37, and asked for a conference committee
instead.'

In the Senate, Stewart, who had charge of the Judiciary
Committee's resolution, moved that the Senate refuse to
give way to the House and agree to a conference Senator
Charles R. Buckalew, a Pennsylvania Democrat, warned
that in conference "the House of Representatives always
insists that its particular views shall prevail, and in nine
cases out of ten the House has its way. . .. " Morton
warned that if the amendment were delayed beyond the
session, ratification by the states would be endangered, and
declared that "if I cannot get my choice, perhaps I will
take something that I think is not quite so good."'

Stewart then withdrew his motion for a conference com-
mittee, and moved that the Senate recede from its position
and adopt the House amendment 4 Wilson objected. Al-
though he said that "I generally govern myself by this
practical rule: to get whatever good I can get and advance
as far as I can today, hoping to be able to advance further
tomorrow," he declared that he wanted the right to hold
office given to Negroes. He stated that this could probably
be obtained in conference, and that only if it could not
would he agree to the House version as it stood.7 " Conkling
said that he preferred the House version, Stewart found
it acceptable, and Morton was prepared to acquiesce, say-
ing: "I am satisfied that we cannot obtain the Senate
amendments, and therefore I am willing to take one that
is not so good, in my opinion, rather than to have the whole
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measure fail."77 The Senate then moved to recede by a vote
of 33 to 24.78

The question was then taken on agreeing to the House
version. When Wilson complained that it had no provision
in it protecting the right of Negroes to hold office, Stewart
rebuked him for "loading that (amendment) down" with
other prohibitions, and advised the Senate that further de-
lays "will cause the loss of everything." Sherman added
that the Senate was "tired of this question," and was pre-
pared to accept the House version. Howard also noted that
"This does not satisfy me, but I take it because it is the
best I can get at the present time.' °

Sumner, however, protested. He said:

"I think that in putting this great article into the Con-
stitution we ought to be careful that it is complete in
form and that it does meet all the exigencies of the
occasion. Does this meet those exigencies? Is it com-
plete in power? Is there a single Senator who is in
favor of a constitutional amendment who will say that
it is complete in form, or that it meets all the exigencies
of the occasion? I believe there is not one Senator . . .
who will affirm that it does. Now, sir, shall we, under
the circumstances . . . be driven to adopt this imperfect
proposition? I hope not.'"81

But Stewart told the Senate:

"is he not willing to take the proposition which the
House of Representatives sends to us, which accomp-
lishes a great deal, rather than to take the risk of hav-
ing our proposition again loaded down? . . . The only
hope for getting anything is to vote for this proposi-
tion, . . . if you send it again and again to the other
House, and it has to be sat out again and again, I tell
you the session is too near a close to accomplish any-
thing. . . because I cannot get everything I want now I
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am not to reject what I can get. I am for taking what
we can get now,...

Sawyer did not see it that way. He told Stewart:

"I see no particular reason why the Congress of the
United States should be in such a hurry about this.
If the country has not come up to that condition of
public sentiment yet which will enable it to adopt the
principle of manhood suffrage, let us wait until the
country is at that point. I am not obliged here, I do
not feel bound here, to vote for an amendment to the
Constitution which accomplishes nothing and under
which any State may pass a law which shall disfran-
chise four fifths of the colored population without
mentioning the word 'color'; and I do not hold myself
ready to answer to the appeal which has been made by
the distinguished Senator from Nevada to vote for
this or we shall have nothing. I would rather have
nothing than to have this; . . .'

By this time, it had become quite obvious that the Senate
majority was at war with itself. Senator William P. Fes-
senden, a Maine Republican, observed that "the Republican
party, with a majority of more than two thirds in the
Senate, cannot pass any measure or do anything, it is so
cut up and divided, and there are so many opinions among
the members composing it," if the Senate did not come to
a vote at once. It did not do so.' In fact, by a vote of 32 to
24, it refused to reconsider the vote by which it receded
from its amendments, and so divided were the Republicans
that the tiny ten-man opposition delegation provided the
balance of power. Moreover, although Frelinghuysen urged
the Senate to adopt the House version, in spite of the fact
that he preferred the Senate version, the vote on adoption
stood 31 yea, 27 nay, less than the requisite two-thirds.
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The result was that the Senate majority was so split that
it was completely stymied.'

Stewart then moved to take up the original Senate Ju-
diciary Committee draft. Senator James W. Nye, a Nevada
Republican, opposed further work on the subject. He was
clearly disgusted, saying:

"when the House of Representatives present to us a
constitutional amendment providing that negroes shall
have the right to vote, I am surprised to see gentle-
men who have labored for twenty years to get that
provision into the Constitution, upon which more elo-
quence has been expended and more zeal displayed
than upon all other questions that they have discussed,
voting with the enemies of the proposition upon prin-
ciple, for the mere purpose of gratifying their own
whim. I am opposed to the further discussion of a
measure upon which there is no possibility of agree-
ing .... I have no sort of belief that if we sat here
until the 4th day of March at twelve o'clock there
would be any constitutional amendment voted on that
would be agreed upon by both Houses of Congress.
If you adopt this proposition and send it to the House
of Representatives they will send it back, and the two
Houses will be playing shuttlecock with thte Consti-
tution and its amendment, which is doomed to death in
the end."'

But the Senate continued on considering the amendment.
When Senator Adonijah S. Welch, a Florida Republican,
insisted on including office-holding in the amendment,
Howard replied that the amendment constituted an implied
repeal of the constitutional provision forbidding religious
tests for federal officers.87 And Fowler said:

"the propositions before us ignore the rights of all the
white men of the country who are now divested of
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this great right [to vote]. When this measure is
adopted they will remain divested of the right by the
States and by the Government of the United States.
Why not rise up to the point that you will give to your
own race a privilege or a right which you guaranty to
another and an inferior race? . . . I contend that any
amendment of the Constitution that does ignore the
rights of the white men who are disfranchised
throughout the United States is an amendment un-
worthy of the age .... Carry the proposition to the
colored men in the Southern country and they will
vote today to give this right to the disfranchised
whites. They would spit upon such a proposition as
this-a proposition in which their own rights are at-
tempted to be secured, while it tramples down the
rights of their own white fellow-citizens .... There is
not a decent black man in all the Southern States who
would not scorn such a proposition as this; and yet we
are told . . . that nobody's rights are to be guarded
except those who are marked by race, color, or previous
condition of servitude, because these are specific qual-
ities that are named and our attention is directed to
them, and to them alone. For all other reasons a State
may divest a man of his right to vote; for all other
causes he may be deprived of this right; . . .

Senator Lyman Trumbull, an Illinois Republican lawyer,
in the course of further discussion, said that it was not his
understanding that the proposed amendment was designed
"to give to the United States the regulation of suffrage ...
(but) to prohibit the States from denying" it. Senator
George F. Edmunds, a Vermont Republican, stated that
the prohibition against the United States was designed for
the same reason in respect to the District of Columbia and
the territories. To this Howard replied that "it is an irre-
sistible inference from the very language we use" that
Congress "may in any test that is not prohibited by this
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article," restrict voting, such as "a religious test, an edu-
cational test, a property test." Howard also said that he
differed with Edmunds, and believed that Congress would
be given the power to prescribe the qualifications for of-
ficials by this amendment.'

After some more debate, Nye arose again to urge that
the Senate pass the House version and be done with the
subject. He suggested:

"Does it not go far enough? If it does not, let us take
what we can get. Long ago did I learn the lesson that
it was better to hold that which we could obtain than
to lose all by grasping for too much."

Wilson answered Nye by justifying his amendment, but
noted that when it "was so decisively rejected by the Repre-
sentatives of the people I regretfully but readily abandoned
it." He added: "The time is not perhaps ripe for its adop-
tion; but if the spirit of a refining, elevating, Christian
civilization shall continue to advance the time will come
when the ctizens of the United States will not be restricted
in their civil and political rights and privileges by the race
to which they belong, the color of their skin, the place
where they were born, the property they may possess, the
education they may have acquired, or their religious be-
lief." '

Next, Howard offered the amendment that the Senate
had previously voted down, namely: "Citizens of the United
States of African descent shall have the same right to vote
and to hold office in the States and Territories as other
citizens." When asked by Edmunds why it was limited only
to Negroes, Howard replied that there was no complaint
that anyone else was being denied the right to vote. He
suggested that the Senate come right out and say what it
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meant.92 However, once again Howard's amendment lost,
this time by a vote of 27 to 22, with ten negative Demo-
cratic votes holding the balance of power in the closely
divided majority."9 3

Upon a motion to reconsider, Senator Roscoe Conkling,
a New York Republican lawyer, urged the adoption of
Howard's amendment on the grounds that the committee
draft could be easily evaded. He noted:

"in substance it is that no citizen shall be excluded
from the right to vote or hold office on account of race,
color, or previous condition of servitude. Upon the in-
terpretation of everybody a man may be excluded for
any other reason, may he not? Let us see what other
obvious reasons, if they exist, would exclude the very
class of which we are speaking."'

He gave as an example a voting restriction based on the
fact that the slave parents of Negro freemen were never
legally married, or that they were sons of slaves. However
Edmunds and Stewart indicated that the House Draft
would cover this type of evasion. Conkling then added that
"in addition to the modes which I suggest, . . . I could point
out a number of other modes in which it would require but
slight ingenuity to circumvent this proposed amendment."
Edmunds and Stewart retorted that Howard's amendment
could be equally evaded, and the latter gave as an illustra-
tion the fact that if all males of illegitimate birth were
barred from voting, more Negroes than whites would be
excluded. 95 Indeed, Howard himself indirectly supported
this view, when he declared:

"The effect of it . . . is simply to subject the African
race to the same restrictions and qualifications that
prevail as to every other class of citizens within the
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state. Of course they would be subjected to an ad-
ditional qualification if the State saw fit to make one,
or to a property qualification, or any other qualification
the State might see fit to apply, except the qualifica-
tion of race and color."'

Howard's amendment lost on reconsideration by a vote
of 29 to 16. The vote was then taken on the Judiciary Com-
mittee draft, and it carried by 35 to 11, with almost all of
the regular Republicans present supporting it.97

D. THE CONFERENCE REPORT.

When the Senate substitute came before the House,
Bingham moved to tack on a modified form of the Wilson
amendment in that body. Boutwell reminded Bingham that
the House had twice rejected similar provisions.' Shella-
barger also asked leave to offer his original amendment,
slightly modified, giving all male citizens "an equal vote
at all elections."' In support of his proposal, Bingham
said:

"Why, equality of the law is the very rock of Amer-
ican institutions, and the reason why I desire to amend
this proposition of the Senate is that as it stands it
sweeps away that rock of defense by providing only
against State usurpation in favor of colored citizens,
to the neglect of equal protection of white citizens.
While colored citizens are equal in rights with every
other class of citizens before the majesty of American
law, as that law stands written this day, I am un-
willing to set them above every other class of citizens
in America by amending the Constitution exclusively
in their interest. The import of my amendment is to
protect all classes alike, and I ask a vote upon it.

".. But that all citizens, native-born and naturalized,
black and white, may be equal, so far as political rights
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are concerned, under the operation of the Federal Con-
stitution, I ask leave of this House to insert the ad-
ditional words 'nativity, property, creed.' . . . If my
amendment shall be adopted you will strike down as
well the constitutions of other States, as for example
the State of Rhode Island, which wrongfully and un-
justly discriminates this day by property qualifications
against naturalized citizens of the United States as
compared with native-born citizens, . . . I would have
inserted the other word 'education,' but I know that
the general sense of the American people is so much
for education, that chief defense of nations, that if
they will not take care of that interest they will take
care of nothing. " °

A vote was thereafter taken on Bingham's amendment,
and it carried by 92 to 70. Shellabarger then withdrew his
proposed amendment, and the House proceeded to pass the
joint resolution by a vote of 140 to 37.1'1

However, the Senate disagreed with the House version,
and the measure went to conference.' 02 The result of the
conference report was an amendment in the terms of the
present Fifteenth Amendment. The right to hold office was
struck out, as was any limitation except that based on race,
color, or previous condition of servitude. 0 3 The conference
committee had come back full circle to the original, very
limited House Judiciary Committee draft.' This the House
approved by a vote of 145 to 44 without debate.'05

The Senate was clearly in a quandary. Many senators
were unhappy with the change, but the conference report
was not taken up until February 26, 1869, and the session
and Fortieth Congress was due to expire on March 3rd.
There was not enough time left to rework the entire prop-
osition between the two houses. If the amendment was not
passed, it would have to be taken up by the Forty-First
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Congress. There was some doubt that, with increased
Democratic representation in the House of Representatives,
a two-thirds majority could be found there to pass an
amendment in the new Congress. ' Moreover, Negro suf-
frage was not popular in many key northern states, and
the Republicans had every good reason to fear that if the
amendment was postponed, by the time it reached the states
Democratic legislatures hostile to the amendment would be
elected replacing the Republican legislatures elected on
Grant's "coat-tails," and the amendment would not be rati-
fied. 07 Indeed, the Republicans had resisted every effort by
the minority to have the amendment submitted to legis-
latures or conventions chosen after it was proposed, so
fearful were they of popular rejection. 08 The dominant
party was thus faced with a choice of accepting an un-
palatable conference report or taking the risk of postpon-
ing the whole matter, thus jeopardizing ratification.

Senator Samuel C. Pomeroy, a Kansas Radical Repub-
lican, was the first to protest, but Stewart, one of the con-
ference members, defended his compromise.'' Howard
added:

"I shall vote to concur in the report not because this
amendment of the Constitution as presented is entirely
satisfactory to me, but because I think that it is at
present the best that can be obtained. I must content
myself, therefore, with the best I can get and run the
risk of the future .... It will be observed from the
language of the report now before us that it does not
confer upon the colored man the right to vote. I wish
it did; . . . This, however, confers no right to vote.
It declares that 'the right of citizens of the United
States to vote shall not be denied or abridged,' etc.,
without imparting the right itself."" °
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Edmunds, a dissenting member of the conference com-
mittee, also vigorously castigated the report, but said that
he would not vote against it."' Wilson lamented the loss of
his amendment which "covered the white man and pro-
hibited distinctions on account of nativity, property, edu-
cation, or creed." He added:

"If the black man in this country is made equal with
the white man-and I hope he soon will be-I mean,
by the blessing of God, while I live to hope on and to
work on to make every white man equal to every other
white man. I believe in equality among citizens-equal-
ity in the broadest and most comprehensive demo-
cratic sense. No man should have rights depending on
the accidents of life."1' 2

But Wilson added:

"I have asked always for what was right and taken
on all occasions what I could get. I have acted upon
the idea that one step taken in the right direction made
the next step easier to be taken. I suppose, sir, I must
act upon that idea now; and I do so with more sincere
regret than ever and with some degree of mortification.

. . I am going to vote for this proposition without
taking any responsibility for it. I am not responsible
for this half-way proposition. I simply take it at this
late hour as the best I can get after having struggled
for the right to vote and the right to hold office ....
If there is an opportunity to get the right to hold of-
fice I will do it; I take no risk, for I am determined
to take what I can get if I cannot get all I demand.""'

Morton was also dissatisfied. He seemed content that the
House had struck out the ban on literacy tests, but strongly
favored banning discrimination based on nativity, property,
or religion in voting qualifications. However, he declared:
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"I shall probably vote for this report made by the
committee of conference, because I think I cannot do
any better, for the reason that the time within which
to act is so short. Time is important, and I am afraid
if this matter is referred to another committee of con-
ference the resolution may be lost altogether. I go upon
the principle of taking half a loaf when I cannot get a
whole one; . . . I may be compelled to take this prop-
osition just as it is because at this late hour of the
session if I do not take it I may not get anything; ...
As I said before, my position is peculiar. I will take
what I can get and even be thankful for that."'1 4

Sawyer was also clearly unhappy with the measure. After
sharply criticizing it, he concluded: "If I vote for this
proposition, . . . I do it with great reluctance, I do it with
great hesitation, and I do it because I am advised that we
must have something, and that this is the best we can
get.""'5 But Stewart answered him by decrying the position
"that if you cannot have it right do not have it at all,"
and the following colloquy occurred:

"MR. STEWART. . . . Every Senator must see that
there is not time for further action.

"MR. FRELINGHUYSEN. And no chance at the next
session.

"MR. STEWART. And no chance at the next session?
Your Legislatures are waiting now, ready to act. Send
it to another conference and the whole thing is lost.

"MR. FRELINGHUYSEN. There will be no chance at
the next session, because there will not be a two-thirds
vote there for it.

"MR. STEWART. And there must be two thirds in
the other House...."
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The Senate then recessed, and when debate resumed that
evening, Buckalewv observed that his prediction that the
House of Representatives usually wins in conference had
proved accurate.?7 Senator Justin S. Morrill, a Vermont
Republican, arose to note that only four working days re-
mained in the session, and that there was much other legis-
lation to be acted on. He therefore observed: "From my
knowledge of the state of business in each House I am
prepared to believe that we must accept the report of this
committee or abandon all hope of any amendment of the
Constitution being proposed by this Congress. I would
much prefer some different amendment from this....

Senator Henry B. Anthony, a Rhode Island Republican,
spoke next. He indicated satisfaction with the amendment
because it did not alter Rhode Island's property qualifica-
tions for voting, and noted that if an amendment had been
submitted which had done so, the Rhode Island legislature
would not have ratified it. He added: "we have the satis-
faction of knowing that without our State the necessary
number of twenty-eight States cannot be obtained for rati-
fication of any amendment whatever until new elections
take place." Anthony got into something of a tiff with Wil-
son and told him that Rhode Island "takes the responsibility
of managing her own affairs in her own way" even if "we
fail to satisfy our friends in Massachusetts in our manage-
ment of our internal affairs .... '

Warner offered the last lamentation. He mourned:

"I want respectfully but earnestly to enter my humble
protest against the character of this amendment. While
I shall probably vote for it in the shape it is, I shall do
it rather in deference to the judgment of older and
wiser men than myself than in accordance with my
deliberate judgment." 1
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The Senate then voted on the conference report. Thirty-
nine Republicans voted for it; and two regular Republicans
plus eleven Democrats and conservatives voted against it.
With a two-thirds majority finally obtained, the amend-
ment carried."

E. SUBSEQUENT DEBATE

The effect of the Fifteenth Amendment on literacy tests
also arose during debate in the Forty-First Congress on
enforcement legislation." Congressman Richard J. Halde-
man, a Pennsylvania Democrat, noted the fact that in spite
of this amendment, the "States may still deny the right of
suffrage . . . [for] want of property qualification, or want
of education, or for wanting a period of residence suf-
ficiently long to satisfy the State Legislature.... Con-
gressman Benjamin F. Butler, a Massachusetts Republican
lawyer who had voted for the Fifteenth Amendment, noted
that the Massachusetts literacy test was "the stock de-
nunciation against Massachusetts...."24

In the Senate, Howard of Michigan continued his lamen-
tation over how ineffectual the Fifteenth Amendment was,
and the following colloquy with Stewart of Nevada, who
had shepherded this amendment to passage, occurred:

"MR. HOWARD. . . . if it be the disposition of the
people of Virginia to amend their constitution in such
a manner as to ostracise and to exclude from the right
of suffrage the colored population, in my humble
judgment, the fifteenth amendment of the Constitution
is of very little value, if of any at all.... So far as a
State Legislature or a State convention should trench
upon the rule expressed in the fifteenth amendment re-
lating to race, color, and previous condition of servi-
tude, and to those subjects only, its legislation would
be void, and Congress could interfere under the second
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clause of the amendment to correct that legislation. To
that I agree; but suppose the State affixes as a qualifi-
cation of a voter the necessity of being the owner of,
say, two hundred dollars' worth of property. Suppose
the State should alter its constitution so as to require
from the colored man the posession of his own right of
two hundred dollars' worth of property, which is the
old rule in the State of New York, does the Senator
from Nevada hold it to be in the power of Congress to
alter in any way by congressional enactment that quali-
fication of the State? No, sir. Why not? Because the
qualification does not relate to color, race, or slavery,
but only to property, the subjects being as distinct
from each other as the sun is from the moon. No, sir;
Congress in such a case as that would have no au-
thoritv whatever to interfere to correct the evil. We
should be bound by the constitutional amendment it-
self; wve should be tied utp to those three specific sub-
jects-race, color, and servitude-and we could make
no inquiry beyond those particulars.

"MR. STEWART. A law of that kind would neces-
sarily be general, would it not? If applied in that form,
making a property qualification, it would have to be
general and apply to whites as well as blacks? . . .

* * *

"MR. HOWARD .... Suppose the State of Virginia
passes a general act or inserts a general clause in its
constitution requiring that every voter shall possess in
his own right property to the amount of $200, or any
other specific sum, will he undertake to deny that under
that clause of the Constitution, the fifteenth amend-
ment, it would be competent for Virginia or any other
State to enact such a provision? Certainly not. He
must admit it. Well, sir, how many colored people in
Virginia would be allowed to vote under such a restric-
tion? Not one out of a hundred, I undertake to say,
and hardly one out of a thousand.... Now, does the
Constitution anywhere say, does even the fifteenth
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amendment, which is the Senator's great panacea, say
that a State shall not impose restrictions upon the
right of suffrage? No sir; there is nothing of the kind
in the Constitution, nothing of the kind in the fifteenth
amendment except that no distinction shall be made in
cases in which color, race or slavery is involved. That
is the sum total of that amendment. The State of Vir-
ginia . . . can by her Legislature, . . . propose such an
amendment to her local constitution as shall in effect
disfranchise nine hundred and ninety-nine out of a
thousand of the colored population of that State, by
imposing a property qualification upon them, and it
would be no violation of the fifteenth amendment.

"MR. STEWART.... We do not want the admission
of the Senator from Michigan; it may come up in de-
bate hereafter. Does he think she can pass any law or
make any device whereby ninety-nine hundredths of
the black population can be disfranchised? Would it
not be in violation of the Constitution, so as to give
Congress the power to interfere?

"MR. HOWARD.I know no clause in the Constitution
of which it would be a violation. The States have exer-
cised the power of controlling, regulating, and re-
stricting popular suffrage from the commencement of
the State governments down to the present time. It is
one of the rights reserved to the States, and is to be
exercised in its fullness and in its plentitude without
any control on the part of Congress or any question
being put by Congress to them; and that will be the
case until the fifteenth amendment shall have been
adopted, that amendment relating only to color, race,
and slavery, not to property, not to educational quali-
fications, or anything except these three specific sub-
jects. Now, sir, it will be the easiest thing in the world,
were the Legislature of Virginia disposed to do so, to
launch at once an amendment which would strike out
of the hands of the colored men in that old Common-
wealth the right to vote, and it would affect very few
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white people, . . . Sir, I insist that as to the black pop-
ulation this fifteenth amendment is of very little value
if the State sees fit to take away the right of suffrage
by affixing property qualifications or educational quali-
fications, or any qualifications whatever that do not
relate to race, color, or slavery.""

Moreover, Senator Lyman Trumbull, an Illinois Repub-
lican lawyer who had voted for the Fifteenth Amendment,
told the Senate:

"Now, under the Constitution as amended . . . by
the adoption of the fifteenth amendment, Congress has
no control over the question of suffrage further than
to prevent the States from discriminating on account
of race or color; but any State may require a property
qualification, may require an educational test, may im-
pose such conditions upon voting as it thinks proper,
so they are uniform on all classes of citizens. That
power has not been taken away from the States. The
only power that has been taken away from them is the
authority to discriminate on account of race, color,
or previous condition. 1

But Senator Richard Yates, an Illinois ultra-Radical Re-
publican, continued to denounce the Massachusetts literacy
test aimed at foreigners and the New York property qual-
ification for voting in some general declamation."

Shortly thereafter, Senators Oliver P. Morton of Indiana
and George F. Edmunds of Vermont, both Republican law-
yers who had actively participated in the debate on, and
voted for, the Fifteenth Amendment, got into the following
colloquy:

"MR. MORTON: . . . the question of suffrage is now,
as it was before, completely under the control of the
several States to punish violations of the right of suf-
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frage, just as they had the power before, except that
we take away their power to deny suffrage on account
of race, color, or previous condition of servitude, and
have given to Congress the power to enforce this
amendment.

* * *
".. But suppose the denial of the right of suffrage

by a board of registration or a board of inspectors has
nothing whatever to do with color; suppose it is for
an offense that existed by State law before the enact-
ment of this fifteenth amendment, what power have
we got to interfere with that any more than we had
before?

"MR. EDMONDS. Nobody, I think, would claim that
we have. I should not say so.""

In accord with the foregoing views are those of Senator
William T. Hamilton, a Maryland Democratic lawyer, who
observed that the Fifteenth Amendment "does not confer
upon Congress any power to establish the qualifications of
electors in the States." Hamilton also noted that aside from
the explicit prohibitions, "in all other respects the several
States have within themselves . . . the full and perfect
power to fix the qualifications of electors." "'" In replying
to him, Senator Carl Schurz, a Missouri Republican, en-
gaged in a long, generalized oration on the values of uni-
versal suffrage free from "arbitrary exclusions," but noted
that "an educational test . . . will not affect the principle.'30

During some debate, Senator Eugene Casserly, a Cali-
fornia Democratic lawyer and a former Corporation Coun-
sel of New York City, noted: "Except as to that class of
citizens and causes, the [fifteenth] amendment leaves the
whole subject of suffrage, including qualifications of voters,
in the control of the States as fully as it had been for nearly
eighty years before the amendment was thought of."' 31
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Likewise, Senator Garrett Davis, a Kentucky Democratic
lawyer who had participated in the debates on the Four-
teenth and Fifteenth Amendments as an opponent of both,
observed:

"If the State of Kentucky was to pass a general
property qualification law for voters, applicable to all
whites and to all freedmen, it would be perfectly
competent for that State to pass such a law, and it
would not come under the inhibition or proscription
of this fifteenth amendment, because the interdiction
of the power of the State Legislator to act upon the
subject of suffrage has application only to disqualifi-
cations on account of race, color, or previous condi-
tion. Of course any other qualification of suffrage, em-
bracing that of Massachusetts, that a voter shall be
able to read before he is entitled to vote, or that he
shall have paid his taxes, State, national, and munic-
ipal, before he is entitled to vote, and shall have re-
ceived a certificate of the payment; or the qualification
of the State of Rhode Island, that a man who is a
foreigner by birth shall have a certain amount in value
of real estate before he is entitled to vote, would not
touch the prohibition which the fifteenth amendment
puts upon the power of Congress or upon the power
of any State Legislature. " "

Senator Joseph S. Fowler, a Tennessee Republican law-
yer who had opposed the Fifteenth Amendment because
it was too narrow, in again criticizing it noted:

"The article, in its first section, is a mere prohibition
upon the United States and the States, and a prohibi-
tion that protects three characteristics or conditions.
There is here no grant of power to the General Gov-
ernment .... While it protects race it ignores sex,
property, intelligence, virtue, service, religion, profes-
sion, etc.' "33
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Congressman Michael Kerr, an Indiana Democratic law-
yer, who had voted against the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments, made this observation about the latter:

"It does not confer the right to vote. It only forbids
the denial by the States or by Congress of the right
to vote on account of race, color, or previous con-
dition of servitude. But the right itself must be derived
from and enjoyed in accordance with the laws of the
States. Its regulation pertains to them alone. This
amendment does not say they may not deny or abridge
suffrage at their pleasure, but only that they shall not
do so 'on account of race, color, or previous condition
of servitude.' For all other causes, applicable alike to
citizens of all colors, races, and conditions, the powers
of the States are as plenary as they were before the
pretended ratification of the amendment."'

Kerr also noted that nine-tenths of the Negroes in the
Southern States could be disenfranhcised if these states
instituted the Massachusetts English language literacy test
"without any infringement of either the letter or spirit of
the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments."' Moreover,
Congressman John A. Bingham of Ohio, the Radical Re-
publican lawyer who had drafted the First Section of the
Fourteenth Amendment, noted that to be protected under
the bill enforcing the Fifteenth Amendment, a citizen must
"otherwise [have] the qualifications required by such State
of voters."" Indeed, even persons of foreign birth can be
discriminated against by the states, because the House was
told that the word "nativity" was struck out by the con-
ference committee from the proposed draft of the Fifteenth
Amendment to allow the West Coast states to exclude the
Chinese from voting there.'

During debate in the Third Session of the Forty-First
Congress, on a bill to enforce the right to vote, Bingham,
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who had proposed a ban on literacy and property qualifica-
tions in the Fifteenth Amendment without success, was
asked about the Massachusetts literacy test and the Rhode
Island property qualification for voting and replied that
the "State prescribes the qualifications of the electors .... "
Likewise, Senator George Vickers, a Maryland Democratic
lawyer who had participated in the debates on the Fifteenth
Amendment and voted against it, observed:

"The fifteenth amendment comes in as a proviso or
addendum to the power originally reserved to the
States, and says that in fixing the qualifications for
voters the States must not discriminate among the
people on account of race, color, or previous condition
of servitude. The States have the constitutional power
today to prescribe any condition to the right to vote,
except as to race or color and former condition of the
person. They may prescribe as qualifications for voters
... education, and define the branches and extent of it;
also a property qualification; also that a voter shall
have been a citizen of the State for five, ten, or any
number of years .... Age and residence are completely
in their province to declare.... It will be seen that the
primary and essential power is in the States.... But
the only restriction upon a State is that by her legis-
lation she shall not deny this privilege of franchise on
account of race, color, or previous condition of servi-
tude. She may virtually deny it, by prescribing edu-
cational or property qualification, or residence or cit-
izenship for a period of time, or any other; except that
of race or color."'

The Rhode Island property qualification also came up
again. In response to a question by Senator Henry B.
Anthony, a Republican from that state, Senator Thomas
F. Bayard, a Delaware Democratic lawyer who, like
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Anthony, had participated in the debates on the Fifteenth
Amendment, remarked that the state discriminated against
naturalized citizens by requiring them to own real property
to vote, and "that LaFayette could have lived there till now,
and if he happened to be poor and had not the requisite
amount of property he could never have voted under the
constitution of Rhode Island; and no Act of Congress could
have enabled him to vote there."" Likewise, Senator Fran-
cis P. Blair, a Missouri lawyer who changed from Repub-
lican congressman to Democrat to become the unsuccessful
vice-presidential candidate in 1868, noted:

"There is but one State in this Union, . . . that makes
any discrimination by its laws now against any of its
citizens in the matter of suffrage; and when this
fifteenth amendment was under consideration the Sen-
ators and Representatives from that State showed a
marked jealousy in regard to it. It is the State of Rhode
Island, which by law prohibits any foreign-born citi-
zen from voting unless he is the owner of a certain
quantity of land; and there is not land enough in the
State for any large number of people to be the owners
of. [Laughter] . . . This fact was well known to the
Senate, well known to the members of the House, well
known to the people of the whole country, and was a
subject of discussion in this Chamber at the time the
fifteenth amendment was acted on."' 4 '

Thereafter, debate on literacy tests and the Fifteenth
Amendment becomes scanty. In the First Session of the
Forty-Second Congress there is a passing reference to the
fact that of the 63 members of the South Carolina legis-
lature, 50 were Negroes, of whom 28 were completely
illiterate and 14 more could not write their names. 142 In the
next session, Senator James Harlan, an Iowa Republican
lawyer and a former university president who had voted for
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the Fifteenth Amendment, decried educational qualifications
for voting or holding office, saying: "in my opinion the suc-
cess of free government does not depend on scholastic at-
tainments."'4 3 During the Forty-Third Congress, Congress-
man John 0. C. Atkins, a Tennesse Democratic lawyer,
told the House:

"The State of Massachusetts has an educational quali-
fication, and any black man resting under that educa-
tional disability, or white man either, cannot vote.
Hence you see that the State, except the single limita-
tion imposed by the fifteenth amendment that suffrage
shall not be withheld on account of race, color, or previ-
ous condition of servitude, has supreme control over
this great bulwark of liberty, the elective franchise-
even the power to prescribe the qualifications of voters
is not asserted, for Congress by the terms of this
amendment-its power is only negative-it confers no
power, but simply imposes an impediment or limitation
for certain causes upon the powers of the State in the
all-important right of suffrage. Suffrage, then, the
boon of an American citizen, is not derived from the
Federal Government, but is essentially a right granted
and controlled by the State."'"

During the same session, mention was made in the Senate
of the Rhode Island property qualification.'

A little later in the session, Morton had occasion to com-
ment on the effect of the Fifteenth Amendment with some
fullness. He declared:

"The fifteenth amendment does not provide that any
colored man shall have the right to vote; it makes no
such provision, but it says that no man shall be denied
the right of suffrage because of his color. In other
words, the States may still prescribe a property quali-
fication on the right of suffrage, the States may say
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that no man shall have the right to vote unless he has
five hundred dollars' worth of property, or that no man
shall have the right to vote unless he is twenty-five
years of age, or, as they do in Massachusetts, that no
man shall have the right to vote unless he can read and
write. The States may still say that; but these condi-
tions must be made applicable to men of all colors.
There is the point.

"What the fifteenth amendment says is that the
conditions or restrictions upon sffrage, whatever they
may be, must be equally applicable to all races. The
State of North Carolina has a right now to provide in
her constitution that no man shall have the right to
vote unless he has $1,000 worth of property, but it
cannot confine that to the colored race or the white
race; it must be equally applicable to all. In other
words, whatever may be the conditions of suffrage,
either liberal or illiberal, it must not be made to de-
pend upon color, and that is the whole of the fifteenth
amendment.""

Senator Eli Saulsbury, a Delaware Democratic lawyer,
also made considerable reference to the Massachusetts and
Connecticut literacy tests for voters, and the Rhode Island
property qualification which discriminated against foreign
born citizens."' Senator Augustus S. Merrimon, a North
Carolina Democrat and a former state judge, noted that
the Fifteenth Amendment only forbade discrimination in
the three causes set forth therein. He further observed:

"But notwithstanding that inhibition, it is perfectly
competent for any state to have a provision in its con-
stitution providing that no person shall vote unless he
can read or write. Indeed, in some of the States anyone
who cannot read is prohibited from voting."'
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Merrimon also declared during the next session:

"The several States cannot prohibit anybody from
voting for any one of three reasons, . . . but for any
other reason or cause they may prohibit a person from
voting. They may prohibit men from voting because
they cannot read, because they cannot write, because
they do not own so much property. In some of the
States today those who cannot read and write are not
allowed to vote; and I believe in one State of the Union
there is a property qualification. At any rate these dis-
tinctions are kept up; and the only point of view in
which the States are restricted as to their control over
the right of suffrage is the one contained in the
fifteenth amendment, that men shall not be prohibited
from voting on account of race, color, or previous con-
dition of servitude. But with this exception, this limi-
tation, the power that the States exercised before the
adoption of this amendment remains there to this

M149day....9

This was all the debate during the reconstruction period.

F. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

The question of the extent to which the Fifteenth Amend-
ment restricts the right of the states to prescribe literacy
tests for voting, is not difficult to ascertain. The legislative
history, indeed, is singularly free from ambiguity.

Literacy tests were well known at the time of the pro-
posal by Congress of the Fifteenth Amendment. An attempt
was made to forbid them, in part on the ground that south-
ern states would use them as a device to reduce Negro
voting. The attempt was originally successful in the Senate,
but ultimately failed for a variety of political reasons. Such
failure of the attempt to ban state literacy tests means that
states are constitutionally at liberty to exercise their pre-
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existing power to require literacy tests of voters of such a
kind as they may choose, in such language as they may
deem desirable, with such a degree of difficulty as they may
care to impose, all in their uncontrollable discretion, as long
as they do not require such tests of members of one race
and omit them as to members of another. The states may
abolish, institute, or alter such literacy tests at any time for
any reason whatsoever which seems to them to be sufficient,
and so long as these tests are applied at that particular time
to members of all races, no violation of the Fifteenth
Amendment is committed; no one's rights are violated; and
hence any attempt by Congress to interfere with such
literacy tests is not an enforcement of the Fifteenth Amend-
ment permitted by the Second Section thereof, but is an
act in excess of the constitutional power which the states
have surrendered to the federal government, and is ultra
vires, and void.
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